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Graduated Mobilization Response

GMR is a flexible decision making process triggering five levels of reversible response options. GMR actions enhance deterrence, lessen an event’s crisis or severity, and significantly reduces lead time.
Everyone will now be mobilized and all boys old enough to carry a spear will be sent to Addis Ababa. Married men will take their wives to carry food and cook. Those without wives will take any woman without a husband. Women with small babies need not go. The blind, those who cannot carry a spear, are exempted.
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President

- Establishes national policies for mobilization planning and execution
- Declares domestic/national emergencies
- Issues executive orders to mobilize units/individuals of the ready reserve
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SECARMY/CofS Army

• Sets mobilization policy throughout Army
• Army mobilization operations planning and execution system (AMOPES)
• Reviews MOBPLANS and procedures
• Issues alert orders for RC units through Chief NGB, FORSCOM and other MACOMs
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Combatant Commanders

• Geographic area of responsibility
• Unified commands
  - Atlantic
  - European
  - Central
  - Pacific
  - Southern
• Furnish the need for units
FORSCOM

- Force provider for CINCs
- Army executing agent for MDRD
- Protects CONUS MDRD sustainment base through land defense of CONUS
- Validates OPLAN force requirements
- Maintains DA master file of standard unit movement data (UMD)
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USTRANSCOM

- Supports Army’s MDRD
- Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC)
- Air Mobility Command (AMC)
- Military Sealift Command (MSC)
Automated Systems in MDRD

- Joint Operations Planning and Execution System (JOPES)
- Army Mobilization Operations Planning and Execution System (AMOPES)
- Logistics Sustainability Analysis Feasibility Estimator (LOGSAFE)
- Transportation Coordinator Automated Command and Control Information System (TCACCIS)
Mobilization is the process by which the Army provides the supported combatant commander with the necessary ingredients for mission success.
5 Levels of Mobilization

- **Presidential Call Up**
  - Declaration of national emergency not required
  - Up to 200,000 members of the selected reserve
    - Individuals
    - Units
  - Up to 180 days

- **Partial Mobilization**

- **Full Mobilization**

- **Total Mobilization**

- **Selective Mobilization**
## 5 Levels of Mobilization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Presidential Call Up| • Declaration of national emergency  
                          - President  
                          • 1 Million members of ready reserve  
                          • Up to 24 months  
                          - Congress  
                          • Unlimited number of reservists  
                          • No specified length of tour unless stated in Congressional resolution |
| Partial Mobilization| • Selective Mobilization                                                    |
| Full Mobilization   | • Total Mobilization                                                       |
| Total Mobilization  | • Selective Mobilization                                                    |
| Selective Mobilization| • Partial Mobilization                                                   |
5 Levels of Mobilization

- Presidential Call Up
  - Congress must declare:
    - State of emergency
    - War

- Partial Mobilization
- Full Mobilization
- Total Mobilization
- Selective Mobilization

• All RC units in existing force structure
• All individual reservists
• National resources for expansion
5 Levels of Mobilization

- **Presidential Call Up**
  - Requires public law or joint resolution
  - All RC units in existing force structure
  - All individual reservists
  - Activates units beyond existing force structure
  - National resources to support expansion
  - Mobilizes new production facilities

- **Partial Mobilization**
- **Full Mobilization**
- **Total Mobilization**
- **Selective Mobilization**
5 Levels of Mobilization

- **Presidential Call Up**
  - For domestic emergencies
    - President
    - Congress
  - Normally not used for
    - External threats to national security
    - Contingency operation

- **Partial Mobilization**
  - Individuals and units from the Ready Reserve

- **Full Mobilization**
  - Normally not used for
    - External threats to national security
    - Contingency operation

- **Total Mobilization**

- **Selective Mobilization**
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**Deployment**

**Pre Deployment Activities**

**Movement to the POE**

**Strategic Lift**

**Theatre Reception**

**Theatre Onward Movement**

**FM 101-5-1 Defines Deployment as:**

1) Movement of forces within areas of operation
2) Position of forces into a formation for battle
3) Those activities required to prepare and move a force and its sustainment equipment and supplies to the area of operation in response to a crisis or natural disaster
4) Deployment encompasses all activities from origin or home station through destination specifically including intracontinental U.S., intertheatre, and intratheatre movement legs, staging areas and holding areas.
Deployment

- MS must provide plans for:
  - POEs and movement to them
  - Strategic lift

- Unit Commanders must consider:
  - High priority requisitions
  - Cross leveling of equipment
  - Repair parts, ammunition, supply
Deployment

- Commanders must:
  - Update AUEL to DEL
  - Configure loads for space utilization
  - Submit convoy requests
  - Equipment meets requirements
  - Verify LOGMARS and documentation
Deployment

- Begins with departure from POE’s
- USTRANSCOM provides ITV
- ITV data and UMC/DMC data provide force tracking
- Commander reviews plans with his key players
- Ends with arrival strategic lift at the POD

Pre Deployment Activities

Movement to the POE

Strategic Lift

Theatre Reception

Theatre Onward Movement
Deployment

- Supported combat commander provides
  - Port clearance assistance
    - A/DACG (air)
    - Port command (military or contract)
  - Theatre reception plan
  - Onward movement plan

Except in cases of forced entry, CS and CSS forces will precede or arrive concurrently with combat forces.
**Deployment**

- Unit uplink at marshaling area
- Unstuff and release containers
- Supplies and material
  - Move prior or with unit
  - Initial estimates are pushed to theatre
- Receive mission
Redeployment

• Reconstitution for strategic movement
• Movement to redeployment assembly areas
• Movement to the POE
• Strategic lift
• Reception at the POD
• Onward movement
Prior to Deployment

12 Step Plan

- Identify UMO/UMNCO
- Identify what needs to be moved
- Identify hazardous cargo
- Identify transportation modes
- Identify order of movement
- Develop packing list
- Develop load plans
- Identify BBPCT requirements
- Articulate needs in TCACCIS
- Determine POE’s
- Develop unit movement plans
- Update AUEL as necessary
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Receipt of Order

- Part of TPFDL
- Support of SASO
- Normal rotation
Key Leader Meeting

- Issue warning order
- Brainstorming session
- Identify issues and tasks
- Formulate plan
- Identify personnel training needs
  - Rail load teams
  - Air load teams
  - Unit movement officer (UMO)
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UMO Training

• 2 Week Air Load Planners Course (AF)
• 2 Week Unit Movement Course
• Hazmat Handlers Course
• Considerations
  - NCO’s
  - Retainability

Some courses may differ by MACOM
UMO Responsibilities

• Coordinate with all supporting agencies
• Ensure all data is up to date
  – Unit movement book
  – Deployment foot locker
• Identify necessary resources
• Track and plan training requirements
• Is the SME for the commander
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Unit SOP

- Movement procedures
- N-Hour sequence
- Reports checklists
- Necessary forms
- Manifests
- Designated super cargo

Look at the example you have been given!
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Movement Book

- AUEL listing
  - Vehicles, connex’s, etc
- Pre-printed LOGMARs
- SOP
- Certifications
  - Rail, air, sea, pallets
- Training plan
- Load team roster

- STDG forms
- POC listing
- 463-L configurations
- BBTCP requirements
- Key personnel roster
- Load plans
  - COM 5.0
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Determine Movement Method

- Air port of embarkation (APOE) - ADACG
- Sea port of embarkation (SPOE)
- Convoy
- Do priority vehicle list
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### APOE/SPOE

**APOE**
- Aircraft configuration
- Joint inspection
- Chalks
- Weights
- Make friends early

**SPOE**
- Ship configuration not as important
- Joint inspection
- Larger chalks
- Use aircraft standards (maint and cleanliness)

### Unit Movements
Convoy Operations

- Convoy Definition
- Convoy Organization
  - March column
  - Serial
  - March unit
- Convoy functional elements
  - Head
  - Main body
  - Trail
- Vehicle identification
- Logistical considerations
Convoy Operations

- Control considerations
  - Check points
  - Start points
  - Release points
  - Halts and rests
  - Critical points
- Strip map elements
- Safety

Don’t forget:
- Cell phones
- Tow bars
- Mechanics
Unit Equipment

- What to move
- What to leave (reat detachment)
- Identify and order mission specific items
- Have sections submit lists
- METT-T
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HAZMAT

- STDG (old -2 form)
- U. S. Code 49 (CONUS)
- International Air Transportation Assoc (IATA) OCONUS

Examples:
- MRE heaters
- POL
- Fire extinguishers
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Rear Detachment

• Don’t underestimate importance
• Pay the bill up front
• Signs for equipment
• Band wall lockers
• Pack out soldiers in barracks?
• Reserve back fill
• Assign a mission
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Soldier Readiness Program (SRP)

- Old POM or POR
- Unit SRP packet
- JAG and legal support
- Personnel service center
- Finance
- Medical (shots)
- Dental
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Administrative Concerns

- Training/Personnel packets
- Mail room
- Dog tags/ID cards
- Manifest
- SGLI
- Power of attorney and wills
- Family care plans
- POV storage
Family Support Group

• Don’t wait to deploy to begin
• Initial meeting
  – Rear detachment introduction
  – ACS, Red Cross, Transportation, Finance
• Update chain of concern roster
  – How many spouses are going home?
• Activities and meetings
• Newsletter/Video
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Training

• Country brief
• Language and cultural training
• Mission specific needs
  – Riot control
  – Mine detection
• ROE
• UMO specific needs
• Weapons qualification
Leader Recon/Advance Party

- Fight for the chance to go
- CO should go on AP with operations
- Advanced party
  - Senior PL
  - Creates smooth transition for company
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Miscellaneous

• Command and control
• Keeping soldiers informed
• Cancel requirements/obligations
• Morale/recreation equipment
• Take everything you can

GET READY TO GO!
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Mobilization
Deployment
Unit Movements
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